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$EVWUDFW
This paper deals with electromagnetic interference (EMI) conducted emissions pro-
duced by power electronic converters. A switching cell is analyzed and a realistic cir-
cuit model which takes account of parasitic inductances and capacitances is consid-
ered. The numerical results carried out by PSpice have been validated by tests on an 
experimental set-up. 
 

,QWURGXFWLRQ
The increase of the switching speed in power switches requires the investigation of 
electromagnetic interference phenomena due to high values of GL�GW and GY�GW. In par-
ticular, care has to be taken  in determining a converter model which should consider 
HF parameters of circuit elements [1,2]. 
Some difficulties may arise when evaluating parasitic parameters such as stray induc-
tances of connecting wires, parasitic inductances of DC smoothing capacitors, cou-
pling capacitances between each power switch and the ground (heatsink and case). 
The values of these parameters can be obtained by measurements, field analysis or 
both. The theoretical and numerical analysis carried out on realistic circuit models of 
power converters allows the dynamic behavior including conducted EMI to be 
predicted [3,4]. 
The influence of the switching speed on EMI and converter losses has been analyzed 
in [5,6]. Usually the switching speed is chosen by a compromise between high values 
(low losses, high EMI) and low values (high losses, low EMI) on the basis of the de-
sired converter features. For an accurate design of the converter according to electro-
magnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements and emission limits, it is necessary to 
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predict the frequency spectrum of the voltage and current. If EMC requirements are 
not satisfied, it is necessary to modify the layout of the converter or to insert specific 
reactive components or to design an appropriate input filter [1,2]. 
The aim of this paper is to present a detailed circuit model of a switching cell that is 
the basic structure of most power converters. The correct value of every electric pa-
rameter can be obtained by measurements or theoretical approach. Utilizing the 
proposed model it is possible to perform numerical simulations with PSpice and so to 
emphasize the influence of each HF parameter on conducted emissions. The model has 
been validated by comparing the calculated results with experimental data. Two line 
impedance stabilization networks (LISN) have been used in experimental tests and 
simulations in order to standardize the results. 

 

Fig. 1�� %DVLF�VWUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�VZLWFKLQJ�FHOO��
 

5HDOLVWLF�PRGHO�RI�WKH�VZLWFKLQJ�FHOO
The basic structure of the considered switching cell is depicted in Fig. 1. For an accu-
rate EMC analysis of the cell behavior it is necessary to take HF parasitic components 
into account. Fig. 2 shows the cell equivalent circuit with the parasitic components, 
which are 
 
� 3DUDVLWLF�LQGXFWDQFHV�RI�WKH�LQSXW�FDSDFLWRUV.

Typical values are 1-10 nH for ceramic capacitors and 30-100 nH for large electro-
lytic capacitors. A parallel connection of both capacitor types is usually employed 
in order to obtain a large equivalent capacitance with a low equivalent parasitic in-
ductance. The values of these inductances depend on the internal structure of the 
capacitors and are usually obtained by measurements being their theoretical calcu-
lation a hard task. 

� 6WUD\�LQGXFWDQFH�RI�WKH�FRQQHFWLQJ�ZLUHV��
 This parameter affects the total inductance of the circuit and is strongly dependent 

on the converter layout. Typical values for power switch leads are 5-30 nH. The in-
ductance of the connecting wires can be calculated by a general formula valid for 
circuits having any plane figure [7]. 
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- 3DUDVLWLF�FDSDFLWDQFHV�EHWZHHQ�WKH�FHOO�DQG�WKH�JURXQG��
 The ground potential is introduced by the power switch heatsink and the metallic 

case. As a consequence, capacitances between the cell and the ground have to be 
considered in the equivalent circuit. The capacitance values depend on both the 
converter layout and the power switch geometry. Usually they can be measured or 
calculated by the formula of the parallel-plate capacitor.  

 
The basic cell shown in Fig. 1 contains a branch consisting of two power MOSFETs. 
The device M1 performs the switching function and the intrinsic diode of the device 
M2 provides the free-wheeling path. PSpice models have been used for the numerical 
simulation of both these elements. The effects of the MOSFET internal capacitances 
are included in PSpice models, whereas the values of the internal inductances are 
given by the data sheet and have to be introduced in the circuit model of the switching 
cell. The values of the main parameters used for the numerical analysis are given in 
the Appendix. 

 

Fig. 2�� &HOO�HTXLYDOHQW�FLUFXLW�ZLWK�SDUDVLWLF�FRPSRQHQWV��
 
The PSpice simulator has been chosen according to the aim of this paper, which does 
not require the use of very accurate models for power switches. More accurate models 
can be found in literature (i.e. Power Diode [8], MOSFET and IGBT [9]), but the 
complexity of their equivalent circuits introduces difficulties in the handling of the cell 
equivalent circuit, without significant improvements in EMC analysis. 
 

1XPHULFDO�UHVXOWV
In the measurement procedure of conducted emissions, line impedance stabilization 
networks (LISN) have to be employed. In order to compare the simulations with the 
experimental results, it is so necessary to introduce in the simulation circuit two LISNs 
(50/250µH, 20A-500V), as it is shown in Fig. 2. The topology and the parameter val-
ues of the adopted LISN are given in Fig. 3 and Tab. I. 
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The behavior of the chopper has been investigated assuming a switching frequency of 
10 kHz and a duty-cycle of 60% in all cases. The power switches are two IRFP460 
MOSFET with intrinsic free-wheeling diode and have been modeled by the PSpice 
component library. 
The simulation of the ideal circuit represented in Fig. 1 has been carried out. Figs. 4(a) 
and 4(b) show the spectrum of the conducted emission across the LISN, for two dif-
ferent switching times of the MOSFET obtained by two different values of the driver 
resistance (15 Ω and 50 Ω).
The typical conducted EMI frequency range is 150 kHz - 30 MHz. We have consid-
ered a slightly wider frequency range (100 kHz - 40 MHz) in order to examine the 
resonant phenomena completely as explained below. 
Comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we can notice that the higher value of the switching 
time determines a slight decrease of the disturbance amplitude for frequencies above 
about 5 MHz. 
In order to analyze the influence of the different parasitic components in the realistic 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 2, the heatsink and the case have been at first considered dis-
connected from ground. Fig. 5(a) shows the conducted emission spectrum obtained 
with the parameter values given in Appendix. The switching time is the same as in 
Fig. 4(a). 

 
�D�� �E� 

Fig. 4 - &DOFXODWHG�VSHFWUXP�RI�WKH�LGHDO�FLUFXLW���D��ULVH�WLPH�����QV��IDOO�WLPH�����QV�
� �E��ULVH�WLPH�����QV��IDOO�WLPH�����QV 

5P ��� Ω �$QDO\]���
5E �� Ω
5D ���� NΩ
&P ���� µ)
&D ���� µ)
&E �� µ)
/� ���� µ+
/� ��� µ+

Tab. I - /,61�3DUDPHWHUV Fig. 3 - &LUFXLW�WRSRORJ\�RI�WKH�DGRSWHG�/,61 
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As it is possible to see, the spectrum emphasizes the presence of two resonant fre-
quencies of about 709 kHz and 31.8 MHz with an amplitude of 95 dBµV and 60 
dBµV, respectively. It has been verified that the higher resonant frequency is due to 
the series-resonant loop which contains the power switches and the ceramic capacitor. 
It should be noted  that the value of this resonant frequency is practically not affected 
by the capacitance of the ceramic capacitor, as it is connected in series with the inter-
nal capacitance of the off-state power switch, which is characterized by much lower 
value (i.e. 800 pF versus 0.33 µF). 
The lower resonant frequency is related to the loop consisting of the ceramic and 
electrolytic capacitors, their internal parasitic components and the stray inductance of 
the connecting wires.  
Connecting the heatsink and the case to ground, the cell equivalent circuit changes 
and, consequently, a different conducted emission spectrum should be expected. The 
calculated results are shown in Fig. 5(b), in which it is possible to clearly observe a 
further resonant frequency of about 12.3 MHz with an amplitude of 74 dBµV. This 
frequency of resonance is introduced by the connection of the heatsink and the LISNs 
to ground. The corresponding series-resonant circuit consists of the parasitic 
capacitances between the cell and the ground and the stray inductances of the 
connecting wires between the cell and the LISNs. 

 �D�� �E��
Fig. 5 - &DOFXODWHG�VSHFWUXP�� �D��KHDWVLQN�QRQ�FRQQHFWHG�WR�JURXQG�
� �E��KHDWVLQN�FRQQHFWHG�WR�JURXQG 

The previous considerations have been confirmed by the results illustrated in Figs. 
6(a) and 6(b), related to the case of heatsink non-connected to ground. In particular, 
Fig. 6(a) has been determined assuming a zero value for the stray inductance of the 
connecting wire of the electrolytic capacitor, /ZF� ��. Fig. 6(b) has been obtained in-
creasing the stray inductance, /VG�, of the external connection wire between the MOS-
FETs from zero to 30 nH. In the former case (Fig. 6a), a reduction in the total induc-
tance of the resonant loop containing the smoothing capacitors causes an increase of 
the lower resonant frequency from 709 kHz to 1.33 MHz and a decrease of its ampli-
tude from 95 dBµV to 77 dBµV. In the latter case (Fig. 6b), an increase in the overall 
stray inductance of the loop including the power switches and the ceramic capacitor 
determines a decrease of the higher resonant frequency from 31.8 MHz to 22.7 MHz 
and an increase of its amplitude from 60 dBµV to 66 dBµV. 
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Fig. 6 - &DOFXODWHG�VSHFWUXP�ZLWK�KHDWVLQN�QRQ�FRQQHFWHG�WR�JURXQG�� �D��/FZ� ���� �E��/VG� ����Q+�
 
These results can be verified by the well-known formula for a first-order resonant loop 
with a series-equivalent capacitance &HT and a series-equivalent inductance LHT 
I / &R

HT HT

= �
�π

([SHULPHQWDO�UHVXOWV
In order to verify the results obtained by simulating the proposed model with PSpice, a 
chopper was realized according to the scheme of Fig. 1. The experimental set-up 
includes two power MOSFET IRFP460 (500V-20A) and an input filter composed by 
an electrolytic capacitor in parallel with a ceramic capacitor. The parameter values of 
these elements are reported in Appendix. The chopper was supplied by a DC source 
(battery) of 100V and an ohmic load of 20 Ω was connected to the output. 
For the experimental tests, an HP 8590 Spectrum Analyzer was employed in the same 
frequency range considered in the previous PSpice simulations (100 kHz - 40 MHz). 
Fig. 7(a) shows the peak spectrum envelope of the conducted emission measured in 
the same operating conditions of Fig. 5(a). A good agreement was achieved between 
the numerical and experimental results which clearly show the two resonant frequen-
cies of  700 kHz, 93 dBµV and 32.1 MHz, 68 dBµV, respectively. 
Fig. 7(b) illustrates the peak spectrum envelope measured with the heatsink connected 
to ground. In this case two further resonant frequencies are introduced. The higher one 
occurs at the frequency of 12.1 MHz with an amplitude of 75 dBµV. It is very close to 
the corresponding resonant frequency obtained by the simulation (12.3 MHz, 74 
dBµV). The lower resonant frequency is about 4 MHz but its amplitude does not 
match the value obtained by the simulation in a satisfactory way. 
The experimental results show that the equivalent circuit used for the switching cell 
simulation allows the main conducted EMI phenomena to be predicted with sufficient 
accuracy. 
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�D� �E��
Fig. 7 - 0HDVXUHG�SHDN�VSHFWUXP�HQYHORSH�� �D��KHDWVLQN�QRQ�FRQQHFWHG�WR�JURXQG�
� �E��KHDWVLQN�FRQQHFWHG�WR�JURXQG�

 

&RQFOXVLRQV
In this paper, an analysis has been developed in order to emphasize how conducted 
emissions are generated in a switching cell. For this purpose a detailed equivalent cir-
cuit has been proposed. This model permits the influence of the different parasitic 
components to be predicted. The main results of the numerical and experimental 
analysis can be summarized as follows 
 

- the parasitic capacitance of the electrolytic capacitor has in practice no influence on 
the resonant frequencies, since it is always connected in series with capacitances 
having much lower values, 

- the parasitic capacitance of the ceramic capacitor practically affects only the lowest 
resonant frequency in the considered EMI frequency range, 

- the internal capacitances of the power switches influence the highest resonant fre-
quency in the considered EMI frequency range, 

- the parasitic capacitances between the heatsink and the ground cause further reso-
nant frequencies,  

- the parasitic inductances of the input capacitors and the internal inductances of the 
power switches do not affect the resonant frequencies, which are introduced by the 
connection of the heatsink to ground. This is due to the much higher value of the 
inductance of the connecting wire between the heatsink and the ground. 
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